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ABSTRACT 
A comprehensive visual exam (CVE) has never been defined in a specific 
universal manner. The American Optometric Association has some general 
guidelines, insurance companies have expectations and many State boards have 
recommendations, but the specifics are varied. Ultimately, optometrists do 
various tests according to state law, insurance plans, practice settings, their own 
personal beliefs and many times what financially is most reasonable. 
In this study we compared what tests optometrists in different practice 
modalities typically perform during a standard CVE. Survey forms containing all 
the most common tests were sent out to 400 optometrists across the country. Out 
of 400 surveys sent out, 113 were returned completed. Although the sample size 
was not large enough to make confident statistical comparisons between 
categories, a profile of CVE variations is represented. In viewing this data, the 
individual optometrist can assess how they compare to others in similar settings, 
as well as the state of the profession as a whole. The results suggest that some 
standardization in the definition of a CVE may greatly level the field as to what 
optometrists call a comprehensive exam and give them a higher legal and 
professional standing. This could also help assure consistency of patient 
expectations when making an appointment for a CVE. 
INTRODUCTION 
There is currently no specific universal standard of what constitutes a 
comprehensive visual exam (CVE). A previous study looked at what testing 
different national boards require/recommend of the optometrist for a CVE.1 The 
results were scattered with some national boards having no standard, others 
having recommendations or requirements. Clearly there was no overall 
consensus of what a CVE entails. The authors concluded that a nationally 
recognized definition of a comprehensive exam could give optometry more legal 
and professional leverage. 
The purpose of this study was twofold; First, to find out what tests 
optometrists commonly use during a CVE and second, if there was a difference 
between various modes of practice. This data could be used in two ways. First, as 
an assessment of the individual optometrists standing within the profession and 
second, as the standing of the profession as a whole. The collection of this data 
along with comparisons of licensing requirements can also serve as a starting 
point for a discussion as to a national standard for the definition of a CVE. 
METHODS 
Survey forms (Appendix 2) were sent out to 400 optometrists across the 
country. Their names were randomly picked from a list of AOA members. As the 
largest optometric organization in the United States (32,000 members), the AOA 
membership list was chosen because we felt it would represent the profession as 
a whole better than other easily-obtained national databases. A letter (Appendix 
1) accompanying the survey stated the purpose of the study and stressed the fact 
that all results were anonymous. Also included was a postage-paid return 
envelope in hopes of getting an increased number of returns. The surveys asked 
about the frequency of different tests habitually incorporated into a typical CVE. 
Most basic tests of visual skill or ocular health were included in the 
questionnaire. A place was provided at the end of each section to write in any 
tests not specifically asked about. The returned data was then compiled in table 
form, the results presented by practice modality (Appendix 3). The final table is a 
combination of all settings combined, in an effort to show the cumulative 
responses, hopefully reflecting a profile of optometry in general. 
RESULTS 
Of the 400 surveys sent out, 113 were returned completed. Another 23 
were returned partially completed and so could not be used in this study. All 
compiled data can be viewed in Appendix 3. The individual categories are listed 
at the top of each page. The final page contains a summary of all results, 
combining all categories, which can be useful for viewing the profession as a 
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whole. Most states were represented with no one region grossly over-
represented. The age groups of individual optometrists were fairly evenly spread 
out across the spectrum as evidenced again in Appendix 3. 
While the number of returned surveys was not enough to confidently 
yield statistically valid analysis, a clear trend in many of the categories emerged. 
The categories with the largest number of surveys were solo, group and 
employed. The other categories, although included, had a very limited sample 
size that could easily be skewed by a few out-of-the-ordinary responses. Thus, 
although all survey results were included, not all are considered in this 
discussion individually. 
Entrance tests and elements of the refraction were very similar between all 
categories. With some tests, such as the best visual acuity, it was expected that 
everyone would incorporate it into a CVE. Other tests, such as gonioscopy, were 
expected not get used as often. Tests like keratometry and JCC tended to be used 
with the same frequency in all modalities. Other parts of the refraction, like the 
radial line, saw very limited use. 
The greatest differences between modalities were found in tests to 
quantify vergence, accommodation and phorias. Optometrists in employed or 
group settings were the least likely to do this testing. This did not necessarily 
mean that the tests were never performed. One optometrist stated that vergences 
and phorias were something that he did as a separate evaluation and not a 
typical vision exam. 
Numbers pertaining to the ocular health portion of the evaluation were 
again very similar with most incorporating the slit lamp and tonometry almost 
100% of the time. Results related to BIO and high plus were more varied but this 
could have been for various reasons including the availability of an 
ophthalmologist within the practice, patient demographics, and office policies. 
The only tests written in voluntarily on the returned surveys were color 
vision and fixation disparity. Of these, color vision was the most frequently used 
as an adjunct test during a CVE. 
In looking at the overall numbers, it was surprising how little optometrists 
incorporated vergences, phorias and accommodation into a typical CVE. 
Although these numbers were a little higher among solo practioners, the fact 
remains that this is one of the least commonly tested features in a CVE. 
DISCUSSION 
A great deal of variability was found in what the individual optometrists 
termed a CVE. Some optometrists are doing just about every test in our survey 
and others are doing only what many would consider a refractive exam. As 
stated before, CVE requirements between states are varied. No national standard 
exists for a CVE with the AOA Optometric Clinical Practice Guidelines serving 
as the closest professionally identified suggestions.2 
In doing this study, we had expected to find the greatest differences 
between self-employed, solo practitioners and employed or group settings. The 
key differences between these groups were in the incorporation of vergence, 
accommodation and phorias into the exam. Considering that these particular 
tests are quick basic probes of accommodation and vergence skills, it is the 
opinion of the authors that they should not be left out of a typical CVE. Other 
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results including entrance tests, ocular health and the basic refraction were very 
similar in all categories. 
In looking at the combined results, it is the authors' hope that the 
individual optometrist looking at these results will be able to use this survey as a 
tool for self-inspection. On a broader scale, this may be a good starting point for 
discussions of what a patient should expect when making an appointment for a 
CVE, what areas should universally be assessed in a CVE and what tests will 
yield a minimally acceptable data set. Broader still, this document may initiate 
discussions about quality control, CVE examination standardization and 
identification of (and reimbursement for) testing needed for differential 
diagnosis or treatment specificity. It is the hope of the authors that such 
information and discussion may lead toward national licensure for optometry. 
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APPENDIX 1 
<Address> 
April 2, 2001 
Dear Doctor, 
We are currently involved in a research project comparing similarities and differences of 
Comprehensive Vision Examinations (CVE) in various clinic settings. In order to make these 
comparisons, we are surveying optometrists in various modes of practice regarding the 
testing they typically include in a "standard" CVE. We kindly request your anonymous 
participation in this project. 
No information identifying you or your practice will be created or shared. All respondents' 
information will be compiled into a database with no identifiers that could be used to identify 
a doctor or practice. 
Attached is a simple survey form designed for your convenience. Please find a few minutes 
to fill out the form and return it to us via the enclosed envelope by April16, 2001. Again, 
information you provide to us will not be disclosed and will be kept in confidence. Your 
feedback and input is very important to the success of this project and will be greatly 
appreciated. If you have any questions or concerns, please contact the project advisor. 
Project advisor: 
Scott C. Cooper, O.D., M.Ed. 
Associate Professor 
Pacific University of Optometry 
Forest Grove, OR 97116 
503-359-2771 
coopers@pacificu.edu 
Sincerely, 
Scott Cooper, O.D., M.Ed. 
Project Advisor 
Insook Woo 
Student Researcher 
Enclosed: CVE Survey Form (F/CVE/2000) 
Alexander Ilyin 
Student Researcher 
APPENDIX2 
SURVEY FORM 
Thank you for anonymously participating in our survey. Please fill out this form to the best of your ability. 
Answer each questions based on your typical CVE. After compiling the survey, please return it using 
enclosed self-addressed stamped envelope. Thank you for your assistance. If you have any questions, 
please contact us. 
(1) Practice Organization: Solo Partnership Group Employed ___ _ 
Self employed Independent contractor ___ _ 
Other ( Specify) 
(2) Community of Practice: Urban ___ Suburban ____ Rural ____ _ 
(3) State of Practice _ _____ _____ _ (4)Age ___ _ 
(5) Years in Practice 0-2 yrs__ 3-5 yrs__ 6-10_ _ 10-20 20+ __ 
(6) What is the total number of CVE you perform in your office per week? 
(7) (Optional) Optometry degree from - - - -------------------
Procedures performed during the cout·se of a standard comprehensive vision exam: 
(8) Entrance Skills 
a. Entering VA's Always _ _ >50% <50% Never 
b. Cover test Always __ >50% <50% Never 
c. Motor field evaluation Always __ >50% <50% Never 
(Broad H for example) 
d. Pupil evaluation Always __ >50% <50% Never 
e. Confrontation visual Always ___ >50% <50% Never 
field 
f. Push up accommodation Always _ __ >50% <50% Never 
amplitude 
g. Near point of Always _ __ > 50% <50% 
- --
Never 
convergence 
h. Saccadic eye movements Always _ _ >50% <50% Never 
i. Pursuit eye movements Always ___ >50% <50% Never 
j. Stereopsis Always ___ >50% ___ <50% Never 
k. Other tests typically 
included 
(9) Refraction 
Form No. Page 1 of 3 
(Only used to avoid duplicated mailings) 
a. Autorefraction Always ___ >50% 
---
<50% Never 
b. Keratometry Always ___ >50% <50% Never 
c. Static retinoscopy Always ___ >50% <50% Never 
d. Monocular subjective to Always _ __ > 50% <50% Never 
---
best visual acuity 
e. Radial line (any type) Always ___ >50% <50% Never 
f. Jackson cross cylinder Always ___ >50% <50% Never 
g. Binocular balance Always ___ >50% <50% Never 
(specify method please) 
h. Binocular subjective to Always ___ >50% <50% Never 
20/20 
i. Binocular subjective to Always _ __ >50% <50% Never 
best visual acuity 
j. Other tests typically 
included (specify) 
(10) Phorometric Vergence 
Testing 
a. Induced phoria, Far Always ___ >50% <50% Never 
b. Induced phoria at Near Always _ __ >50% <50% Never 
c. Gradient phoria Always ___ >50% <50% Never 
d. Distance relative Always ___ > 50% <50% Never 
---
vergence 
e. Near Relative vergences Always ___ >50% <50% Never 
f. Distance vertical phorias Always ___ > 50% <50% Never 
------ - - -
g. Near vertical phorias Always ___ > 50% 
---
<50% Never 
h. Phoria for monocular Always ___ >50% <50% Never 
Xcyl result 
i. Phoria for Binocular Always _ __ >50% <50% Never 
---
Xcyl result 
j. Other tests typically 
included (specify) 
(11) Phorometric 
Accommodation 
a. Monocular cross Cyl. Always ___ >50% <50% Never 
Form No. Page 2 of 3 
(Only used to avoid duplicated mailings) 
b. Binocular cross Cyl. Always _ __ >50% <50% Never 
c. Accomodative amplitude Always _ __ >50% <50% Never 
(in Phoropter) 
d. PRA Always _ _ _ >50% <50% Never 
e. NRA Always ___ >50% <50% Never 
f. Dynamic retinoscopy Always ___ >50% <50% Never 
g. Other tests typically 
included (specify) 
(12) Ocular Health 
Evaluation 
a. Slit lamp exam Always ___ >50% <50% Never 
b. Tonometry Always _ __ >50% <50% Never 
c. Direct ophthamoscopy Always _ _ _ >50% <50% Never 
d. Dilated fundus exam 
1) Binocular indirect Always ___ >50% ___ <50% Never 
ophthalmoscopy 
2) High plus Always _ __ >50% <50% Never 
e. Other tests typically 
included (specify) 
(15) Gonioscopy Always _ _ >50% <50% Never 
(16) Automated Visual Always __ >50% <50% Never 
Field 
(17) Photographs Always ___ >50% <50% Never 
Comments: 
Form No. :----:-:--:--
(Only used to avoid duplicated mail ings) 
Page 3 of 3 
APPENDIX 3 
Practice Organization) Employed I Total Surveys for category: 18 
Age of participants High: 48 Low: 26 Average: 35 
Community of Practice Urban: 10 Suburban: 5 Rural : 3 
States Represented: 15 Years in Practice (Ave): 8 
Schools Represented: SCO, SUNY, UAB, NECO, PCO, UHCO, St. Louis, UHCO, ICO, SCCO, NOVA, PUCO 
Total Number CVE per week(Ave): 55 
Entrance Skills 
a. Entering VA's 
b. Cover Test 
c. Motor field eval 
d. Pupil eval 
e. Cont. fields 
f. Push up ace. amp. 
g. Near point of con. 
h. Saccadic EM's 
i. Pursuit EM's 
j . Stereopsis 
Refraction 
a. Autorefration 
b. Kerotometry 
c. Static ret 
d. MSBVA 
e. Radial line 
f.JCC 
g. Binoc. Balance 
h. Binoc to 20/20 
i. Binoc. to BVA 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
18 
14 
12 
16 
11 
1 
4 
2 
7 
5 
7 
10 
1-0 
17 
0 
12 
9 
8 
13 
% 
100.0% 
77.8% 
66.7% 
88.9% 
61 .1% 
5.6% 
22.2% 
11.1% 
38.9% 
27 .8% 
% 
38.9% 
55.6% 
55.6% 
94.4% 
0.0% 
66.7% 
50.0% 
44.4% 
72.2% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
0 
2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
2 
4 
0 
4 
3 
0 
0 
5 
4 
5 
3 
% 
0.0% 
11 .1% 
11.1% 
11.1% 
16.7% 
11.1% 
11 .1% 
16.7% 
11.1% 
22.2% 
% 
0.0% 
22.2% 
16.7% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
27.8% 
22.2% 
27.8% 
16.7% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
. <50% 
<50% 
<50% 
0 
2 
2 
0 
4 
6 
7 
3 
4 
8 
4 
5 
1 
0 
0 
3 
2 
% 
0.0% 
11 .1% 
11.1% 
0.0% 
22.2% 
33.3% 
38.9% 
16.7% 
22.2% 
44.4% 
% 
5.6% 
22.2% 
27.8% 
5.6% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
16.7% 
11.1% 
5.6% 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
9 
5 
lO 
5 
1 
10 
0 
0 
0 
18 
1 
2 
2 
% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
11 .1% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
50.0% 
27.8% 
55.6% 
27.8% 
5.6% 
% 
55.6% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
100.0% 
5.6% 
11.1% 
11.1% 
5.6% 
Phorometric Vergence Testing % % % % 
a. lnducedphoria-far Always: 1 5.6% >50% 2 11.1% <50% 12 66.7% Never: 3 16.7% 
b. Induced phoria-n. Always: 0 0.0% >50% 6 33.3% <50% 9 50.0% Never: 3 16.7% 
c. Gradient phoria Always: 0 0.0% > 50% 1 5.6% <50% 8 44.4% Never: B 44.4% 
d. Relative ver.-d Always: 0 0.0% > 50% 1 5.6% <50% 7 38.9% Never: 9 50.0% 
e. Relative ver.-near Always: 0 0.0% >50% 1 5.6% <50% 8 44.4% Never: 8 44.4% 
f.Vertical phoria-d Always: 0 0.0% >50% 2 11.1% <50% 11 61 .1% Never: 5 27.8% 
g. Vertical phoria-n Always: 0 0.0% >50% 1 5.6% <50% 12 66.7% Never: 5 27.8% 
h. Phoria -monoc Xcyl Always: 0 0.0% > 50% 0 0.0% <50% 2 11 .1 % Never: 16 88.9% 
i. Phoria -binoc Xcyl Always: 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 4 22.2% Never: 14 77.8% 
Phorometric Accomodation % % % % 
a. Monoc cross cyl. Always: 5 27.8% >50% 1 5.6% <50% 4 22.2% Never: 8 44.4% 
b. Binoc cross cyl. Always: 3 16.7% >50% 5 27.8% <50% 5 27.8% Never: 5 27.8% 
c. Accomodative amp. Always: 1 5.6% > 50% 1 5.6% < 50% 7 38.9% Never: 9 50.0% 
d. PRA Always: 2 11.1% >50% 5 27.8% <50% 6 33.3% Never: 5 27.8% 
e. NRA Always: 2 11.1% >50% 5 27.8% <50% 7 38.9% Never: 4 22.2% 
f.Dynamicret. Always: 2 11.1% >50% 1 5.6% <50% 5 27.8% Never: 10 55.6% 
Ocular Health Evaluation 
a. Slit Lamp 
b. Tono 
c. Direct 
d. DFE- BIO 
e. DFE- High plus 
Others 
Gonioscopy 
Automated VF 
Photographs 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
18 
17 
8 
8 
9 
0 
0 
% 
100.0% 
94.4% 
44.4% 
44.4% 
50.0% 
% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
5.6% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
0 
0 
1 
9 
4 
0 
3 
0 
% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
5.6% 
50.0% 
22.2% 
% 
0.0% 
16.7% 
0.0% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
0 
1 
8 
1 
2 
13 
1D 
9 
% 
0.0% 
5.6% 
44.4% 
5.6% 
11.1% 
% 
72.2% 
55.6% 
50.0% 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
Never: 
0 
0 
1 
0 
5 
5 
8 
% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
5.6% 
0.0% 
5.6% 
% 
27.8% 
27.8% 
44.4% 
Practice QtgaoJ~;~tion; ~eff-Eri'tplqyeQ 
Age of participants 
Community of Practice 
States Represented: 7 
l 
High: 48 
Urban: 2 
Schools Represented: PUCO, SCCO,Berckley 
Total Number CVE per week(Ave): 45 
Entrance Skills 
a. Entering VA's 
b. Cover Test 
c. Motor field eval 
d. Pupil eval 
e. Cont. fields 
f. Push up ace. amp. 
g. Near point of con. 
h. Saccadic EM's 
i. Pursuit EM's 
j. Stereopsis 
Refraction 
a. Autorefration 
b. Kerotometry 
c. Static ret. 
d. MSBVA 
e. Radial line 
f.JCC 
g. Binoc. Balance 
h. Binoc to 20/20 
i. Binoc. to BVA 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always· 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
Always: 
7 
4 
5 
7 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
3 
2 
1 
5 
0 
5 
2 
4 
4 
Low: 30 
Suburban: 2 
Years in Practice (Ave): 15 
% 
100.0% 
57.1% 
71.4% 
100.0% 
42.9% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
14.3% 
% 
16.7% 
11.1% 
5.6% 
27.8% 
0.0% 
27.8% 
11 .1% 
22.2% 
22.2% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
>50% 
0 
2 
0 
0 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
Total Surveys for category: 7 
Average: 39 
Rural: 3 
% 
0.0% 
11.1% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
11.1% 
0.0% 
11.1% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
0.0% 
% 
QO% 
5.6% 
5.6% 
5~% 
Q~ 
Q~ 
11.1% 
QO% 
0.0% 
<50% 
<50% 
<SO% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
<50% 
0 
1 
2 
0 
2 
5 
4 
6 
6 
6 
4 
3 
1 
0 
0 
2 
% 
0.0% 
5.6% 
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Phorometric Vergence Testing % % % % 
a. Induced phoria-far Always: 4 22.2% >50% 1 5.6% <50% 1 5.6% Never: 1 5.6% 
b. Induced phoria-n. Always: 4 22.2% > 50% 1 5.6% <50% 1 5.6% Never: 1 5.6% 
c. Gradient phoria Always: 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 1 5.6% Never: 5 27.8% 
d. Relative ver.-d Always: 1 5.6% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 3 16.7% Never: 3 16.7% 
e. Relative ver.-near Always: 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 4 22.2% Never: 3 16.7% 
f. Vertical phoria-d Always: 3 16.7% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 3 16.7% Never: 1 5.6% 
g. Vertical phoria-n Always: 1 5.6% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 4 22.2% Never: 2 11 .1% 
h. Phoria -monoc Xcyl Always: 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 7 38.9% 
i. Phoria -binoc Xcyl Always: 0 0.0% >50% 1 5.6% < 50% 0 0.0% Never: 6 33.3% 
Phorometric Accomodation % % % % 
a. Monoc cross cyl. Always: 0 0.0% > 50% 0 0.0% < 50% 2 28.6% Never: 4 57.1% 
b. Binoc cross cyl. Always: 2 28.6% >50% 1 14.3% <50% 1 14.3% Never: 3 42.9% 
c. Accomodative amp. Always: 2 28.6% >50% 2 28.6% <50% 2 28.6% Never: 1 14.3% 
d. PRA Always: 1 14.3% >50% 1 14.3% <50% 4 57.1% Never: 1 14.3% 
e. NRA Always: 2 28.6% >50% 1 14.3% <50% 4 57.1% Never: 0 0.0% 
f. Dynamic ret. Always: 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 1 14.3% Never: 6 33.3% 
Ocular Health Evaluation 
a. Slit Lamp 
b. Tone 
c. Direct 
d. DFE- 810 
e. DFE- High plus 
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Practice Or alli.zati?n: Qther Total Surveys for category: 7 
Age of participants High: 54 Low: 30 Average: 41 
Community of Practice Urban: 6 Suburban: 0 Rural: 1 
States Represented: 7 Years in Practice (Ave): 15 
Schools Represented: SCCO, Houston, ICO, NECO, UAB 
Total Number CVE per week(Ave) : 39 
Entrance Skills % % % % 
a. Entering VA's Always: 7 100.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
b. Cover Test Always: 4 57.1% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 2 11.1% Never: 1 5.6% 
c. Motor field eval Always: 5 71.4% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 2 11.1% 
d. Pupil eva! Always: 7 100.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
e. Conf. fields Always: 4 57.1% >50% 1 5.6% <50% 1 5.6% Never: 1 5.6% 
f. Push up ace. amp. Always: 0 0.0% >50% 2 11.1% <50% 1 5.6% Never: 4 22.2% 
g. Near point of con. Always: 1 14.3% >50% 1 5.6% <50% 2 11 .1 % Never: 3 16.7% 
h. Saccadic EM's Always: 0 0.0% >50% 1 5.6% <50% 2 11.1% Never: 4 22.2% 
i. Pursuit EM's Always: 2 28.6% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 3 16.7% Never: 2 11.1% 
j . Stereopsis Always: 0 0.0% >50% 3 16.7% <50% 2 11.1% Never: 2 11 .1% 
Refraction % % % % 
a. Autorefration Always: 1 5.6% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 2 11.1% Never: 4 22.2% 
b. Kerotometry Always: 0 0.0% >50% 2 11.1% <50% 4 22.2% Never: 1 5.6% 
c. Static ret. Always: 3 16.7% >50% 2 11.1% <50% 1 5.6% Never: 1 5.6% 
d. MSBVA Always: 7 38.9% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
e. Radial line Always 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 1 5.6% Never: 5 27.8% 
f. JCC Always: 6 33.3% >50% 1 5.6% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
g. Binoc. Balance Always: 1 5.6% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 5 27.8% Never: 1 5.6% 
h. Binoc to 20/20 Always: 3 16.7% >50% 1 5.6% <50% 1 5.6% Never: 2 11 .1% 
i. Binoc. to BVA Always: 3 16.7% >50% 1 5.6% <50% 2 11 .1% Never: 1 5.6% 
Phorometric Vergence Testing % % % % 
a. Induced phoria-far Always: 0 0.0% >50% 1 5.6% <50% 3 16.7% Never: 3 16.7% 
b. Induced phoria-n. Always: 0 0.0% >50% 1 5.6% <50% 2 11 .1% Never: 4 22.2% 
c. Gradient phoria Always. 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <SO% 3 16.7% Never: 4 22.2% 
d. Relative ver.-d Always: 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 3 16.7% Never: 4 22.2% 
e. Relative ver.-near Always: 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 3 16.7% Never: 4 22.2% 
f. Vertical phoria-d Always: 0 0.0% >50% 1 5.6% <50% 3 16.7% Never: 3 16.7% 
g. Vertical phoria-n Always: 0 0.0% >50% 1 5.6% <50% 2 11 .1% Never: 4 22.2% 
h. Phoria -monoc Xcyl Always: 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 1 5.6% Never: 6 33.3% 
i. Phoria -binoc Xcyl Always: 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 1 5.6% Never: 6 33.3% 
Phorometric Accomodation % % % % 
a. Monoc cross cyl. Always: 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 1 14.3% Never: 6 85.7% 
b. Binoc cross cyl. Always: 1 14.3% >50% 1 14.3% <SO% 1 14.3% Never: 4 57.1% 
c. Accomodative amp. Always: 0 0.0% >50% 1 14.3% <50% 2 28.6% Never: 4 57.1% 
d. PRA Always: 2 28.6% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 2 28.6% Never: 3 42.9% 
e. NRA Always: 2 28.6% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 2 28.6% Never: 3 42.9% 
f. Dynamic ret. Always: 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 2 28.6% Never: 4 22.2% 
Ocular Health Evaluation % % % % 
a. Slit lamp Always : 7 100.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
b. Tono Always: 7 100.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
c. Direct Always: 3 42.9% >50% 0 0.0% <SO% 3 42.9% Never: 1 14.3% d. DFE- 810 Always: 5 71.4% >50% 1 5.6% <50% 1 14.3% Never: 0 0.0% 
e. DFE- High plus Always: 4 57.1% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 1 14.3% Never: 1 14.3% 
Gonioscopy 
Automated VF 
Photographs 
Pi'lH;ti~E! Or a(li:z:;~tipn: Partn~n;hi Total Surveys for category: 11 
Age of participants High: 64 Low: 36 Average: 47 
Community of Practice Urban: 4 Suburban: 5 Rural: 2 
States Represented: 9 Years In Practice (Ave) : 15 
Schools Represented: PUCO, UCB, UAB, UM, I CO, PCO, Indiana 
Total Number CVE per week(Ave): 46 
Entrance Skills % % % % 
a. Entering VA's Always: 11 100.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
b. Cover Test Always: 7 63.6% >50% 2 18.2% <50% 2 18.2% Never: 0 0.0% 
c. Motor field eval Always: 8 72.7% >50% 1 9.1% <50% 2 18.2% Never: 0 0.0% 
d. Pupil eval Always: 11 100.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
e. Conf. fields Always: 6 54.5% >50% 2 18.2% <50% 3 27.3% Never: 0 0.0% 
f. Push up ace. amp. Always: 1 9.1% >50% 3 27.3% <50% 4 36.4% Never: 3 27.3% 
g. Near point of con. Always: 5 45.5% >50% 4 36.4% <50% 2 18.2% Never: 0 0.0% 
h. Saccadic EM's Always: 1 9.1% >50% 2 18.2% <50% 8 72.7% Never: 0 0.0% 
i. Pursuit EM's Always: 3 27.3% >50% 4 36.4% <50% 4 36.4% Never: 0 0.0% j. Stereopsis Always: 3 27.3% >50% 4 36.4% <50% 4 36.4% Never: 0 0.0% 
Refraction % % % % 
a. Autorefration Always: 5 45.5% >50% 2 18.2% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 4 36.4% 
b. Kerotometry Always: 7 63.6% > 50% 3 27.3% <50% 1 9.1% Never: 0 0.0% 
c. Static ret. Always: 2 18.2% >50% 3 27.3% <50% 5 45.5% Never: 0 0.0% 
d. MSBVA Always: 11 100.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
e. Radial line Always: 0 0.0% >50% 1 9.1% <50% 2 18.2% Never: 8 72.7% 
f.JCC Always: 7 63.6% >50% 2 18.2% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 2 18.2% 
g. Binoc. Balance Always: a 72.7% >50% 2 18.2% <50% 1 9.1% Never: 0 0.0% 
h. Binoc to 20/20 Always: tO 90.9% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 1 9.1% 
i. Binoc. to BVA Always: 10 90.9% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 1 9.1% 
Phorometric Vergence Testing % % % % 
a. Induced phoria-far Always: 2 18.2% >50% 5 45.5% <50% 3 27.3% Never: 1 9.1 % 
b. Induced phoria-n. Always: 1 9.1% >50% 6 54 .5% <50% 3 27.3% Never: 1 9.1% 
c. Gradient phoria Always: 0 0.0% >50% 2 18.2% <50% 4 36.4% Never: 5 45.5% 
d. Relative ver.-d Always: a 0.0% >50% 1 9.1% <50% 7 63.6% Never: 2 18.2% 
e. Relative ver.-near Always: 1 9.1% >50% 4 36.4% <50% 3 27.3% Never: 2 18.2% 
f. Vertical phoria-d Always: 2 18.2% >50% 5 45.5% <SO% 3 27.3% Never: 0 0.0% 
g. Vertical phoria-n Always: 1 9.1% > 50% 4 36.4% <50% 5 45.5% Never: 0 0.0% 
h. Phoria -monoc Xcyl Always: 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 4 36.4% Never: 5 45.5% 
i. Phoria -binoc Xcyl Always: 1 9.1% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 5 45.5% Never: 3 27 .3% 
Phorometric Accomodation % % % % 
a. Monee cross cyl. Always: 1 9.1% >50% 1 9.1% <50% 7 63.6% Never: 2 18.2% 
b. Binoc cross cyl. Always: 2 18.2% >50% 2 18.2% <50% 4 36.4% Never: 2 18.2% 
c. Accomodative amp. Always: 3 27.3% >50% 5 45.5% <50% 3 27.3% Never: 0 0.0% 
d. PRA Always: 4 36.4% >50% 4 36.4% <50% 3 27.3% Never: 0 0.0% 
e.NRA Always: 4 36.4% >50% 5 45.5% <50% 2 18.2% Never: 0 0.0% 
f. Dynamic ret. Always: 0 0.0% >50% 2 18.2% <50% 7 63.6% Never: 2 18.2% 
Ocular Health Evaluation % % % % 
a. Slit Lamp Always: 10 90.9% >50% 1 9.1% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
b. Tono Always: 10 90.9% >50% 1 9.1% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
c. Direct Always: 7 63.6% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 3 27.3% Never: 2 18.2% d. DFE- BJO Always: 5 45.5% >50% 5 45.5% <50% 1 9.1% Never: 0 0.0% 
e. DFE- High plus Always: 4 36.4% >50% 6 54.5% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
Others % 
Gonioscopy >50% 0 100.0% Never: 
Automated VF > 50% 3 54.5% Never: 
Photographs >50% 1 54.5% Never: 
Pra~iceQ nizatlqn: lnPEl .endent Cont~<:tqr Total Surveys for category: 6 
Age of participants High: 50 Low: 28 Average: 38 
Community of Practice Urban: 2 Suburban: 3 Rural: 0 
States Represented: 6 Years in Practice (Ave): 8 
Schools Represented: PCO, Houston, ICO, St.Louis, PUCO 
Total Number CVE per week(Ave): 39 
Entrance Skills 
a. Entering VA's Always: 5 83.3% >50% 1 16.7% <:50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
b. Cover Test Always: 3 50.0% >50% 1 16.7% <:50% 2 33.3% Never: 0 0.0% 
c. Motor field eva I Always: 4 66.7% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 2 33.3% Never: 0 0.0% 
d. Pupil eval Always: 5 83.3% >50% 1 16.7% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
e. Cont. fields Always: 3 50.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 2 33.3% Never: 1 16.7% 
f. Push up ace. amp. Always: 1 16.7% >50% 1 16.7% <50% 2 33.3% Never: 4 66.7% 
g. Near point of con. Always: 2 33.3% >50% 1 16.7% <50% 2 33.3% Never: 1 16.7% 
h. Saccadic EM's Always: 1 16.7% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 1 16.7% Never: 4 66.7% 
i. Pursuit EM's Always: 3 50.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 2 33.3% Never: 1 16.7% 
j. Stereopsis Always: 1 16.7% >50% 0 0.0% <:50% 4 66.7% Never: 1 16.7% 
Refraction % % % % 
a. Autorefration Always: 3 50.0% :>50% 0 0.0% <:50% 2 33.3% Never: 1 16.7% 
b. Kerotometry Always: 2 33.3% >50% 2 33.3% <:50% 2 33.3% Never: 0 0.0% 
c. Static ret. Always: 1 16.7% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 5 83.3% Never: 0 0.0% 
d. MSBVA Always: 6 100.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
e. Radial line Always: 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 6 100.0% 
f. JCC Always: 4 66.7% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 1 16.7% Never: 1 16.7% 
g. Binoc. Balance Always: 4 66.7% >50% 1 16.7% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 1 16.7% 
h. Binoc to 20/20 Always: 3 50.0% >50% 1 16.7% <50% 2 33.3% Never: 0 0.0% 
i. Binoc. to BVA Always: 4 66.7% >50% 1 16.7% <50% 1 16.7% Never: 0 0.0% 
Phorometric Vergence Testing % % % % 
a. Induced phoria-far Always: 2 33.3% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 3 50.0% Never: 1 16.7% 
b. Induced phoria-n. Always: 1 16.7% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 4 66.7% Never: 1 16.7% 
c. Gradient phoria Always: 0 0.0% >50% 1 16.7% <50% 2 33.3% Never: 3 50.0% 
d. Relative ver.-d Always: 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 4 66.7% Never: 2 33.3% 
e. Relative ver.-near Always: 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 3 50.0% Never: 3 50.0% 
f. Vertical phoria-d Always: 1 16.7% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 4 66.7% Never: 1 16.7% 
g. Vertical phoria-n Always: 0 0.0% >50% 1 16.7% <50% 1 16.7% Never: 4 66.7% 
h. Phoria -monoc Xcyl Always: 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 6 100.0% 
i. Phoria -binoc Xcyl Always: 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 3 50.0% Never: 3 50.0% 
Phorometric Accomodation % % % % 
a. Monoc cross cyl. Always: 1 16.7% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 5 83.3% 
b. Binoc cross cyl . Always: 1 16.7% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 4 66.7% Never: 1 16.7% 
c. Accomodative amp. Always: 2 33.3% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 2 33.3% Never: 2 33.3% 
d.PRA Always: 1 16.7% >50% 1 16.7% <50% 2 33.3% Never: 2 33.3% 
e. NRA Always: 2 33.3% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 2 33.3% Never: 2 33.3% 
f. Dynamic ret. Always: 0 0.0% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 3 50.0% Never: 3 50.0% 
Ocular Health Evaluation % % % % 
a. Slit Lamp Always: 5 83.3% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 1 16.7% Never: 0 0.0% 
b. Tono Always: 4 66.7% >50% 2 33.3% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
c. Direct Always: 5 83.3% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 1 16.7% 
d. DFE- BIO Always: 2 33.3% >50% 2 33.3% <50% 2 33.3% Never: 0 0.0% 
e. DFE- High plus Always: 2 33.3% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 2 33.3% Never: 2 33.3% 
Others 
Gonioscopy 
Automated VF 
Photographs 
Piac;;tice 0 ' anizatii)Jl: Gm!.! , Total Surveys for category: 30 
Age of participants High: 60 Low: 31 Average: 46 
Community of Practice Urban: 15 Suburban: 6 Rural: 8 
States Represented: 23 Years in Practice (Ave) : 20 
Schools Represented: PCO, Houston, ICO, St.Louis,PUCO, Indiana, NECO, OSU, UMSL, SCCO, UHCO, UAB, UOH 
Total Number CVE per week(Ave): 54 
Entrance Skills % % % % 
a. Entering VA's Always: 27 90.0% >50% 3 10.0% <50% () 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
b. Cover Test Always: 20 66.7% >50% 6 20.0% <50% 1 3.3% Never: 2 6.7% 
c. Motor field eval Always: 20 66.7% >50% 4 13.3% <50% 2 6.7% Never: 2 6.7% 
d. Pupil eval Always: 27 90.0% >50% 3 10.0% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
e. Cont. fields Always: 18 60.0% >50% 4 13.3% <50% 3 10.0% Never: 3 10.0% 
f. Push up ace. amp. Always: 3 10.0% >50% 5 16.7% <50% 14 46.7% Never: 7 23.3% 
g. Near point of con. Always: 11 36.7% >50% 7 23.3% <50% 7 23.3% Never: 4 13.3% 
h. Saccadic EM's Always: 3 10.0% >50% 5 16.7% <50% 1'3 43.3% Never: 8 26.7% 
i. Pursuit EM's Always: 9 30.0% >50% 4 13.3% <50% 9 30.0% Never: 5 16.7% j. Stereopsis Always: 9 30.0% >50% 9 30.0% <50% 10 33.3% Never: 0 0.0% 
Refraction % % % % 
a. Autorefration Always: 15 50.0% >50% 3 10.0% <50% 2 6.7% Never: 8 26.7% 
b. Kerotometry Always: 12 40.0% >50% g 30.0% <50% 7 23.3% Never: 0 0.0% 
c. Static ret. Always: 9 30.0% >50% 9 30.0% <50% 10 33.3% Never: 1 3.3% 
d. MSBVA Always: 26 86.7% >50% 1 3.3% <50% 3 10.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
e. Radial line Always: 2 6.7% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 3 10.0% Never: 21 70.0% 
f.JCC Always: 27 90.0% :>50% 1 3.3% <50% 1 3.3% Never: 0 0.0% 
g. Binoc. Balance Always: 20 66.7% >50% 5 16.7% <50% 2 6.7% Never: 1 3.3% 
h. Binoc to 20/20 Always: 21 70.0% >50% 6 20.0% <50% 2 6.7% Never: 0 0.0% 
i. Binoc. to BVA Always: 24 80.0% >50% 4 66.7% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
Phorometric Vergence Testing % % % r % 
a. Induced phoria-far Always: 14 46.7% >50% 4 13.3% <50% 7 23.3% Never: 4 13.3% 
b. Induced phoria-n. Always: 7 23.3% >50% 4 13.3% <50% 14 46.7% Never: 4 13.3% 
c. Gradient phoria Always: 1 3.3% >50% 1 3.3% <50% 14 46.7% Never: 13 43.3% 
d. Relative ver.-<l Always: 1 3.3% >50% 1 3.3% <50% 19 63.3% Never: 8 26.7% 
e. Relative ver.-near Always: 2 6.7% >50% 0 0.0% <50% 20 66.7% Never: 6 20.0% 
f. Vertical phoria-<l Always: 10 33.3% >50% 5 16.7% <50% 11 36.7% Never: 3 10.0% 
g. Vertical phoria-n Always: 2 6.7% >50% 4 13.3% <50% 20 66.7% Never: 3 10.0% 
h. Phoria -monoc Xcyl Always: 0 0.0% >50% 1 3.3% <50% 1~ 33.3% Never: 17 56.7% 
i. Phoria -binoc Xcyl Always: 2 6.7% >50% 2 6.7% <50% 9 30.0% Never: 15 50.0% 
Phorometric Accomodatlon % % % % 
a. Monoc cross cyl. Always: 4 13.3% >50% 4 13.3% <50% 8 26.7% Never: 11 36.7% 
b. Binoc cross cyl. Always 7 23.3% >50% 3 10.0% <50% 8 26.7% Never: 9 30.0% 
c. Accomodative amp. Always 5 16.7% >50% 8 26.7% <50% 8 26.7% Never: 7 23.3% 
d. PRA Always. 7 23.3% >50% 6 20.0% <50% 9 30.0% Never: 6 20.0% 
e.NRA Always: 7 23.3% >50% 7 23.3% <50% 8 26.7% Never: 6 20.0% 
f. Dynamic ret. Always: 1 3.3% >50% 1 3.3% <50% to 33.3% Never: 13 43.3% 
Ocular Health Evaluation % % % % 
a. Slit Lamp Always: 27 90.0% >50% 2 6.7% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% b. Tone Always: 25 83.3% >50% 4 13.3% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
c. Direct Always: 20 66.7% >50% 3 10.0% <50% 6 20.0% Never: 0 0.0% d. DFE- 810 Always: 11 36.7% >50% 13 43.3% <50% 3 10.0% Never: 2 6.7% 
e. DFE- High plus Always: 11 36.7% >50% 6 20.0% <50% 5 16.7% Never: 5 16.7% 
Others 
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Photographs 
Prt!CIICOOtganJz;<~t!Pfl.: So!.o l Total Surveys for category: 34 
Age of participants High: 79 Low: 32 Average: 48 
Community of Practice: Urban: 14 Suburban : 15 Rural: 4 
States Represented: 22 Years in Practice (Ave): 17 
Schools Represented: PCO, Houston, ICO, Stlouis, NSCO, SCCO, USBSO, NECO, UMSL, UAB, NICO, PUCO 
Total Number CVE per week(Ave): 40 
Entrance Skills 
a. Entering VA's Always: 
b. Cover Test Always: 
c. Motor field eval Always: 
d. Pupil eval Always: 
e. Cont. fields Always: 
f. Push up ace. amp. Always: 
g. Near point of con. Always: 
h. Saccadic EM's Always: 
i. Pursuit EM's Always: 
j. Stereopsis Always: 
Refraction 
a. Autorefration Always: 
b. Kerotometry Always: 
c. Static ret. Always: 
d. MSBVA Always: 
e. Radia l line Always: 
f. JCC Always: 
g. Binoc. Balance Always: 
h. Binoc to 20/20 Always: 
i. Binoc. to BVA Always: 
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Phorometric Vergence Testing % % % % 
a. Induced phoria-far Always: 14 41 .2% >50% 7 20.6% <50% 10 29.4% Never: 3 8.8% 
b. Induced phoria-n. Always: 13 38.2% >50% 8 23.5% <50% 8 23.5% Never: 4 11.8% 
c. Gradient phoria Always: 3 8.8% >SO% 2 5.9% <50% ts 44.1% Never: 11 32.4% 
d.Relativever.-d Always: 6 17.6% >SO% 2 5.9% <50% 14 41 .2% Never: 10 29.4% 
e. Relative ver.-near Always: 9 26.5% >50% 4 11.8% <50% 12 35.3% Never: 8 23.5% 
f. Vertical phoria-d Always: 13 38.2% >50% 6 17.6% <50% 1·0 29.4% Never: 4 11.8% 
g. Vertical phoria-n Always: 9 26.5% >50% 4 11.8% <50% 13 38.2% Never: 6 17.6% 
h. Phoria -monee Xcyl Always: 2 5.9% >50% 1 2.9% < 50% 9 26.5% Never: 20 58.8% 
i. Phoria -binoc Xcyl Always: 3 8.8% >50% 2 5.9% < SO% 9 26.5% Never: 18 52.9% 
Phorometric Accomodation % % % % 
a. Monee cross cyl. Always: 7 20.6% >50% 5 14.7% <50% 8 23.5% Never: 11 32.4% 
b. Binoc cross cyl. Always: 6 17.6% >50% 4 11.8% <50% 9 26.5% Never: 12 35.3% 
c. Accomodative amp. Always: 9 26.5% >50% 10 29.4% <SO% 5 14.7% Never: 8 23.5% 
d. PRA Always: 9 26.5% >SO% 7 20.6% <50% 8 23.5% Never: 8 23 .5% 
e. NRA Always: 9 26.5% > SO% 8 23.5% < 50% 8 23.5% Never: 7 20.6% 
f. Dynamic ret Always: 2 5.9% >SO% 4 11.8% <SO% 12 35.3% Never: 11 32.4% 
Ocular Health Evaluation 
a. Slit lamp 
b. Tone 
c. Direct 
d. DFE-BIO 
e. DFE- High plus 
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Total Surveys for all categorys: 113 
High: 79 Low: 32 Average: 43 
Urban: 53 Suburban: 36 Rural: 21 
46 
Entrance Skills % % % % 
a. Entering VA's Always: 108 95.6% >50% 5 4.4% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
b. Cover Test Always: 74 65.5% >50% 19 16.8% <50% 14 12.4% Never: 5 4.4% 
c. Motor field eval Always: 80 70.8% >50% 8 7.1% <50% 14 12.4% Never: 8 7.1% 
d. Pupil eval Always: 1.06 93.8% >50% 7 6.2% <50% 0 0.0% Never: 0 0.0% 
e. Conf. fields Always: 61 54.0% >50% 18 15.9% <50% 23 20.4% Never: 8 7.1% 
f. Push up ace. amp. Always: 13 11 .5% >50% 22 19.5% <50% 4\3 38.1% Never: 34 30.1% 
g. Near point of con. Always: 38 33.6% >50% 26 23.0% <50% 32 28.3% Never: 1'6 14.2% 
h. Saccadic EM's Always: 14 12.4% >50% 14 12.4% <50% 48 42.5% Never: 36 31 .9% 
i. Pursuit EM's Always: 39 34.5% >50% 14 12.4% <50% 37 32.7% Never: 19 16.8% 
j. Stereopsis Always: 28 24.8% >50% 29 25.7% <50% 48 42.5% Never: 6 5.3% 
Refraction % % % % 
a. Autorefration Always: 50 44.2% >50% 6 5.3% <50% 8 7.1% Never: 46 40.7% 
b. Kerotometry Always: 48 42.5% >50% 29 25.7% <50% 32 28.3% Never: 1 0.9% 
c. Static ret. Always: 43 38.1% >50% 23 20.4% <50% 41 36.3% Never: 4 3.5% 
d. MSBVA Always: 105 92.9% >50% 3 2.7% <50% 5 4.4% Never: 0 0.0% 
e. Radial line Always: 5 4.4% >50% 1 0.9% <50% 11 9.7% Never: 91 80.5% 
f. JCC Always: 90 79.6% >50% 9 8.0% <50% 4 3.5% Never: 9 8.0% 
g. Binoc. Balance Always: 65 57.5% >50% 18 15.9% <50% 20 17.7% Never: 8 7.1% 
h. Binoc to 20120 Always: 73 64.6% >50% 15 13.3% <50% 11 9.7% Never: 12 10.6% 
i. Binoc. to BVA Always: 83 73.5% >50% 11 9.7% <50% 11 9.7% Never: 6 5.3% 
Phorometric Vergence Testing % % % % 
a. Induced phoria-far Always: 37 32.7% >50% 20 17.7% <50% 39 34.5% Never: 16 14.2% 
b. Induced phoria-n. Always: 26 23.0% >50% 26 23.0% <50% 41 36.3% Never: 18 15.9% 
c. Gradient phoria Always: 4 3.5% >50% 7 6.2% <50% 47 41.6% Never: 49 43.4% 
d. Relative ver.-d Always: 8 7.1% >50% 5 4.4% <50% 57 50.4% Never: 38 33.6% 
e. Relative ver.-near Always: 12 10.6% >50% 9 8.0% <50% 53 46.9% Never: 34 30.1% 
f. Vertical phoria-d Always: 29 25.7% >50% 19 16.8% <50% 45 39.8% Never: 17 15.0% 
g. Vertical phoria-n Always: 13 11.5% >50% t5 13.3% <50% 57 50.4% Never: 24 21.2% 
h. Phoria -monoc Xcyl Always: 2 1.8% >50% 2 1.8% <50% 26 23.0% Never: n 68.1% 
i. Phoria -binoc Xcyl Always: 6 5.3% >50% 5 4.4% <50% 31 27.4% Never: 65 57.5% 
Phorometric Accomodatlon % 
-
% % % 
a. Monoc cross cyl. Always: tB 15.9% >50% 11 9.7% <50% 30 26.5% Never: 47 41 .6% 
b. Binoc cross cyl. Always: 22 19.5% >50% 16 14.2% <50% 32 28.3% Never: 36 31.9% 
c. Accomodative amp. Always: 22 19.5% >50% 27 23.9% <50% 29 25.7% Never: 31 27.4% 
d.PRA Alwaye: 26 23.0% >50% 24 21.2% <50% 34 30.1% Never: 25 22.1% 
e.NRA Always: 28 24.8% >50% 26 23.0% <50% 33 29.2% Never: 22 19.5% 
f. Dynamic ret. Always: 5 4.4% >50% 8 7.1% <50% 40 35.4% Never: 49 43.4% 
Ocular Health Evaluation % % % % 
a. Slit Lamp Always: 104 92.0% >50% 4 3.5% <50% 4 3.5% Never: 0 0.0% 
b. Tono Always: 1"01 89.4% >50% 10 8.8% <50% 1 0.9% Never: 0 0.0% 
c. Direct Always: 7'2 63.7% >50% 6 5.3% <50% 28 24.8% Never: 6 5.3% 
d. DFE- 810 Always: 39 34.5% >50% 50 44.2% <50% 18 15.9% Never: 3 2.7% 
e. DFE- High plus Always: 37 32.7% >50% 25 22.1% <50% 20 17.7% Never: 18 15.9% 
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